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Abstract
The least-squares linear inverse estimation problem for random ﬁelds is studied in a
fractional generalized framework. First, the second-order regularity properties of the random
ﬁelds involved in this problem are analysed in terms of the fractional Sobolev norms. Second,
the incorporation of prior information in the form of a fractional stochastic model, with
covariance operator bicontinuous with respect to a certain fractional Sobolev norm, leads to a
regularization of this problem. Third, a multiresolution approximation to the class of linear
inverse problems considered is obtained from a wavelet-based orthogonal expansion of the
input and output random models. The least-squares linear estimate of the input random ﬁeld
is then computed using these orthogonal wavelet decompositions. The results are applied to
solving two important cases of linear inverse problems deﬁned in terms of fractional integral
operators.
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1. Introduction
The problem of linear estimation of an input random ﬁeld from the observation
of a related output random ﬁeld in a real system frequently arises in different ﬁelds of
application such as medical imaging, geophysical prospecting, groundwater
hydrology, physical chemistry, astronomy, etc. Formally, the real system is usually
represented in terms of an operator that can be linear or non-linear. Different
approaches have been introduced regarding the statistical solution to the inverse
problem in inﬁnite-dimensional spaces. Among others, the study of this problem
in terms of Hilbert-space stochastic processes has been carried out, for example,
in [13,21]; a method based on Hilbert-space-valued random variables is presented
in [18]; the use of generalized random variables deﬁned on distribution spaces
is considered in [17]; see also the review paper on statistical inversion methods
in [9]. A wavelet-based approximation to this problem is presented in [20], where a
fractal-type prior model class (multiscale models) for the input is considered. In
[2] a different discretization of a stochastic linear inverse problem is derived, in
terms of wavelet-based orthogonal expansions of the random input and the related
random output. The extension of this approach to the spatio-temporal case is given
in [26].
In this paper, we introduce a fractional generalized approach to the least-
squares linear inverse estimation problem for random ﬁelds. This allows us to
deﬁne a wider class of solutions than the one associated with the usual L2-
topology of square-integrable functions. In particular, regularization of the
problem is accomplished considering a prior model class P given by random ﬁelds
with covariance operator bicontinuous with respect to a certain fractional Sobolev
norm. This class includes generalized (improper) and ordinary random ﬁelds,
respectively, deﬁned by stochastic fractional-order integro-differential and differ-
ential equations (see [28]). For example, fractional Brownian motion, and related
random ﬁelds such as fractional Riesz–Bessel motion, introduced in [5] (see also
[6,27]), are in class P: These random ﬁelds are deﬁned as solutions to fractional-
order differential equations in terms of fractional powers of the negative Laplacian
operator. The class of random ﬁelds with covariance operator deﬁned by a
positive rational function of a self-adjoint elliptic differential operator on
L2ðRdÞ with smooth coefﬁcients (in the stationary case, random ﬁelds with
positive fractional-order rational spectra) is also included in P (see, for instance,
[3,22]).
The study of the second-order regularity properties of the input and output
random ﬁelds referred to the continuous scale of fractional Sobolev spaces allows the
deﬁnition of the inverse of certain integral operators as a bounded operator. This is
the case, for example, of strictly positive compact self-adjoint operators with respect
to the L2-topology, with decrease rate of the eigenvalues equivalent to the one
presented by embeddings between fractional Sobolev spaces. A stable solution to the
corresponding least-squares linear inverse estimation problem can then be derived.
Here, we consider a class of integral operators for which the regularization method
presented can be applied. Examples of integral operators in such a class can be found
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in [3,22]. Moreover, the wavelet-based orthogonal expansion of the input prior
model as well as the transformed wavelet-based orthogonal expansion of the
corresponding output provide a discretization of the problem. The elements of
class P can be represented as a linear ﬁlter applied to white noise (see [3,5,27,28]).
From the isometry between the space L2ðRdÞ and the Hilbert space of
random variables generated by any white-noise random ﬁeld e on Rd ; a
multiresolution approximation to the space L2ðRdÞ induces a ‘random multi-
resolution-like approximation’ to the Hilbert space of random variables generated
by the input generalized random ﬁeld. Truncation of these orthogonal expansions
leads to a ﬁnite-dimensional formulation of the problem. The input and output
random ﬁelds are thus represented in terms of an orthonormal vector of random
coefﬁcients and the corresponding vector of deterministic transformed wavelets
coefﬁcients. An approximation to the least-squares linear estimate of the
input random ﬁeld is computed by solving the ﬁnite-dimensional linear system of
estimation equations deﬁned in terms of the above deterministic coefﬁcients.
In the Gaussian case, under certain conditions, a reconstruction formula for the
trajectories of the input random ﬁeld is derived similar to the one provided by the
wavelet-vaguelette decomposition introduced in [11] for the deterministic and
ordinary cases.
In Section 2, we ﬁrst refer to the ordinary formulation of the stochastic linear
inverse problem, and introduce some fundamental results in relation to the fractional
generalized framework, as well as a wavelet-based orthogonal expansion of
fractional generalized random ﬁelds. We formulate in Section 3 the stochastic
linear inverse problem in a fractional generalized framework, and derive a solution
to this problem via its regularization based on the considered fractional generalized
prior model class. Discretization of such a problem is derived in Section 4 in
terms of the orthogonal decomposition of the input prior model and the
corresponding output in terms of wavelets. Both representations lead to associated
wavelet-based decompositions of the square roots of the prior input covariance
operator, the corresponding output, and their respective inverses. The least-
squares linear estimate of the input random ﬁeld is then calculated in terms of
these wavelet decompositions. Truncation of the above series leads to a ﬁnite-
dimensional approximation to the problem. In the case where the integral
operator deﬁning the problem does not have a continuous inverse with respect to
any fractional Sobolev norm, the wavelet-based orthogonal expansion of the input
prior model leads to a weak-sense approximation of the least-squares linear estimate.
Finally, in Section 5, two important examples are described where the integral
operator of the problem represents fractional integration. In Example 1, we
assume that the input random ﬁeld is of a fractal nature and, in particular, we
consider fractional Brownian motion as a prior model to regularize the problem.
Example 2 is formulated in terms of the Riesz kernel (the Abel transform is a
particular case), which is homogeneous and preserves most of the scale-space local
properties of wavelets (see [11]). In this case, the prior model is a fractional
generalized random ﬁeld deﬁned by a fractional-order integral equation, in terms of
the Bessel kernel.
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2. Preliminaries
In this section, we consider the basic formulation of the least-squares linear
estimation method for ordinary stochastic linear inverse problems. To translate this
problem into a fractional generalized framework, we introduce some fundamental
results from [27] used below. Some preliminary results in relation to wavelet-based
orthogonal expansions of fractional generalized random ﬁelds from [4], needed in
Section 4, are also given.
Let fgðyÞ : yASg and ff ðzÞ : zASg be two zero-mean second-order random ﬁelds
deﬁned on a domain SDRd related by the following ﬁrst-kind integral equation in
the mean-square sense:
gðyÞ ¼
Z
S
kðy; zÞf ðzÞ dz ¼ Kðf ÞðyÞ; yASgDS; ð1Þ
where k denotes the kernel of the integral operator K transferring the information
from f to g: By Bgg; Bfg; and Bff we denote the covariance function of g; the cross-
covariance function between f and g; and the covariance function of f ; respectively.
We assume that some prior information on Bff is available. The least-squares linear
estimation of f from the observation of g in a subset SgDS is summarized in the
following paragraphs.
A linear estimate fˆz of f ðzÞ; based on the information provided by the observation
of g in a subset SgDS; is deﬁned by
fˆz ¼
Z
Sg
lzðrÞgðrÞ dr; ð2Þ
where lzðÞ is the weighting function summarizing the available information
fgðzÞ : zASgg in the linear approximation of f ðzÞ: From the Orthogonal Projection
Theorem, the function lz associated with the least-squares linear estimate of f ðzÞ
satisﬁes the following equations:
Bfgðz; yÞ ¼
Z
Sg
lzðrÞBggðr; yÞ dr; yASg: ð3Þ
Remark 2.1. In certain applications, there may exist some locations where the input
random ﬁeld is also observed (see, for example, [10], in the groundwater hydrology
context). The available sample information then consists of the observations of the
output g in a subset SgDS; and of the input f in a subset SfDS: A linear estimate f˜z
of f ðzÞ is deﬁned in this case by
f˜z ¼
Z
Sg
lgz ðyÞgðyÞ dyþ
Z
Sf
lfz ðyÞf ðyÞ dy;
where lgz ðÞ and lfz ðÞ now represent the weighting functions associated with the
observation sets Sg and Sf ; respectively, in the linear approximation of f at location
z in S\Sf : As before, in the case where f˜z represents the least-squares linear estimate
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of f ðzÞ; these functions satisfy the following equations:
Bfgðz; yÞ ¼
Z
Sg
lgz ðxÞBggðx; yÞ dxþ
Z
Sf
lfz ðsÞBfgðs; yÞ ds; yASg;
Bff ðz; vÞ ¼
Z
Sg
lgz ðxÞBgf ðx; vÞ dxþ
Z
Sf
lfz ðsÞBff ðs; vÞ ds; vASf : ð4Þ
Usually, measurements are affected by additive noise. In this case, we assume that
the observation model is given by
yðxÞ ¼ gðxÞ þ nðxÞ; xASyDS; ð5Þ
where n represents white noise with intensity s; uncorrelated with the random input
f : The least-squares linear estimate fˆz of f ðzÞ; based on the information provided by
the observations fyðxÞ : xASyg; is then deﬁned as
fˆz ¼
Z
Sy
lzðrÞyðrÞ dr; ð6Þ
with function lzðÞ satisfying the equations
Bfyðz; xÞ ¼
Z
Sy
lzðrÞByyðr; xÞ dr; xASy: ð7Þ
Here Byy ¼ Bgg þ Bnn represents the covariance function of the observation process
y; and Bnn the covariance function of the additive noise n:
We now introduce some deﬁnitions and preliminary results from [27] on fractional
generalized random ﬁelds.
Let CN0 ðSÞ be the space of inﬁnitely differentiable functions with compact support
contained in S; with SDRd being a bounded CN-domain, that is, a bounded domain
with CN boundary. Let HaðRdÞ; aAR; be the fractional Sobolev space deﬁned as the
completion CN0 ðRdÞ
jjjja
with respect to the associated norm
jjfjj2a ¼
Z
Rd
ð1þ jkj2ÞajFðfÞðkÞj2 dk; fAHaðRdÞ; ð8Þ
whereFðÞ denotes the Fourier transform. In the following sections, we consider the
fractional Sobolev spaces on a bounded CN-domain S:
%HaðSÞ ¼ ffAHaðRdÞ : supp fD %Sg ¼ CN0 ðSÞ
jjjja :
The dual space of %HaðSÞ is the space H	aðSÞ of distributions deﬁned on S that
coincide with the restriction to S of a function of the space H	aðRdÞ: For aAR; we
denote by Ua and Va the fractional dual Sobolev spaces %H
aðSÞ and H	aðSÞ;
respectively.
The interpretation of the above-described least-squares linear inverse estimation
problems in a fractional generalized framework is achieved via the second-order
regularity properties of the input and output random ﬁelds referred to the
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continuous dual scales of fractional Sobolev spaces fUa; aARg and fVa; aARg:
Such properties are studied in terms of the Hilbert spaceL2ðO;A; PÞ of real-valued
zero-mean random variables deﬁned on the basic probability space ðO;A; PÞ; with
ﬁnite second-order moments, and with the inner product
/X ; YSL2ðOÞ ¼ E½XY ; X ; YAL2ðO;A; PÞ: ð9Þ
The following concept of a fractional generalized random ﬁeld, given in terms of the
fractional Sobolev and the L2ðO;A; PÞ norms, establishes a bridge between the
topological properties induced by these two norms.
Deﬁnition 2.1. For aAR; a random function XaðÞ from Ua intoL2ðO;A; PÞ is said
to be an a-generalized random ﬁeld (a-GRF) if it is linear and continuous in the
mean-square sense with respect to the Ua-topology.
The minimum order a for which a generalized random function X can be deﬁned
as a continuous linear functional from Ua into L
2ðO;A; PÞ is referred to as the
minimum fractional singularity order (respectively, 	a deﬁnes the maximum fractional
regularity order) of X : In the ordinary case, the singularity order is established in
terms of the integrability in the mean-square sense of a random ﬁeld in a fractional
Sobolev space. Thus, if an ordinary random ﬁeld X has minimum fractional
singularity order aAR; then %HaðSÞ is the largest space where X is mean-square
integrable or, equivalently, where its covariance operator RX can be deﬁned. That is,
ðRXðhÞ; hÞ ¼
Z
S
Z
S
BXXðz; yÞhðyÞhðzÞ dy dzoN; 8hA %HaðSÞ; ð10Þ
where BXX represents the covariance function of X: Moreover, an ordinary random
ﬁeld has a non-positive singularity order, and the function h in Eq. (10) is a
distribution. In this case, therefore, BXX belongs to the space of test functions where
the distribution h is deﬁned. In particular, for 	a4d=2; BXX is continuous and the
random ﬁeld X is continuous in the mean-square sense (see [30] on Embedding
Theorems for fractional Sobolev spaces).
The minimum fractional singularity order of a fractional GRF Xa is determined by
the regularity properties of the functions belonging to its reproducing kernel Hilbert
space (RKHS) HðXaÞ; which is isometrically equivalent to the Hilbert subspace
HðXaÞ of L2ðO;A; PÞ: These spaces are deﬁned as follows. The space HðXaÞ is
deﬁned as the closed span with respect to the mean-square norm of the subspace
fXaðjÞ : jAUag of L2ðO;A; PÞ: The space HðXaÞ is deﬁned as the space of
functions uAVa such that
uðfÞ ¼ E½YXaðfÞ; fAUa; ð11Þ
for a certain YAHðXaÞ: The inner product in HðXaÞ is deﬁned as /u; vSHðXaÞ ¼
E½YZ; where Y and Z are the elements of HðXaÞ deﬁning u and v; respectively, as in
Eq. (11). The spaces HðXaÞ andHðXaÞ are therefore isometric under the relationship
given by Eq. (11). The space HðXaÞ also coincides with the closed span of
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fBXaXaðf; Þ ¼ E½XaðfÞXaðÞ : fAUag with respect to the mean-square norm, where
BXaXað; Þ denotes the covariance function of Xa:
From the Kernel Theorem (see [14]), the covariance function BXaXa of the a-GRF
Xa can be represented as
BXaXaðj;fÞ ¼ /ðRXajÞn;fSUa ; j;fAUa;
where * stands for the duality between Hilbert spaces (the Riesz Representation
Theorem), and RXa is the covariance operator of Xa; that is, a symmetric positive
continuous linear operator from Ua into Va: Hence, the RKHS of Xa can be deﬁned
as
HðXaÞ ¼ spL2ðOÞfRXaðfÞ : fAUag:
The regularization method we develop in the next section is based on the following
concept of a-duality introduced in [27]:
Deﬁnition 2.2. For aAR; we say that an a-GRF
X˜a : Va-L
2ðO;A; PÞ
is the dual relative to Ua (or a-dual) of the a-GRF
Xa : Ua-L
2ðO;A; PÞ
if it satisﬁes:
(i) HðXaÞ ¼ HðX˜aÞ;
(ii) /XaðfÞ; X˜aðvÞSHðXaÞ ¼ /f; vnSUa ; for fAUa; and vAVa; with vn being the dual
element of v with respect to the Ua-topology.
Note that the dual of X˜a relative to Va is the a-GRF Xa: In the above deﬁnition,
HðXaÞ and HðX˜aÞ represent, as before, the Hilbert spaces of random variables
associated with Xa and X˜a; respectively. We denote by HðX˜aÞ the RKHS of the
fractional GRF X˜a deﬁned by
HðX˜aÞ ¼ spL2ðOÞfRX˜aðvÞðÞ : vAVag; ð12Þ
where RX˜a represents the covariance operator of X˜a: Under the existence of the a-
dual X˜a; the covariance operator RXa of Xa is an isomorphism from Ua into Va; and
can be factorized as follows:
RXa ¼TT0; ð13Þ
where T is an isomorphism from L2ðSÞ onto Va; and T0 represents the adjoint
operator ofT (see [27]). Conversely, Xa is the a-dual of the random ﬁeld X˜a; and the
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covariance operator RX˜a can also be factorized as
RX˜a ¼ *T *T0; ð14Þ
with *T ¼ ½T0	1 ¼ ½T	10: Thus, RXa ¼ R	1X˜a :
Remark 2.2. Note that in the case where RXa : Ua-Va is an isomorphism, its
inverse operator deﬁnes the covariance operator of its dual fractional generalized
random ﬁeld. Deﬁnition 2.2 then provides a condition equivalent to the existence of
the bounded inverse R	1Xa : Va-Ua of RXa : In the case where the observation
random ﬁeld has duality order a; the least-squares linear estimation problem
associated with f admits a solution in the space Ua as we show in Section 3.
Below, we ﬁnally describe the elements and results given in [4] for an orthogonal
representation of an a-GRF in terms of wavelets. Consider a multiresolution
approximation of L2ðSÞ in terms of a modiﬁed orthonormal basis of L2ðRdÞ of
wavelet functions with support contained in S (see, for example, [7,23]). Such an
approximation leads to the orthogonal decomposition
L2ðSÞ ¼ V0"
jX0
Wj;
where V0 represents the coarsest-scale space of interest generated by the orthonormal
basis of scaling functions ffk : kAGS0g; and where Wj; jX0; are closed subspaces of
L2ðSÞ; respectively, generated by the orthonormal wavelet bases
fcj : h : hALSj g; jX0: Thus, a function f in L2ðSÞ can be represented in terms of
scaling coefﬁcients with respect to the orthonormal basis ffk : kAGS0g; and wavelet
coefﬁcients (detail coefﬁcients) with respect to the orthonormal bases
fcj : h : hALSj g; jX0; at different scales (see [19]). The following result provides a
sufﬁcient condition that ensures the convergence in the mean-square sense of a
wavelet-based orthogonal expansion of a fractional GRF.
Theorem 2.1 (See Angulo et al. [4]). Let Xa be an a-GRF satisfying the duality
condition given in Definition 2.2. Then, Xa can be represented by the following
orthogonal expansion in the mean-square sense:
XaðcÞ ¼
X
kAGS0
XaðjkÞjkðcÞ þ
X
jX0
X
hALSj
Xaðgj;hÞgj;hðcÞ;
for all cAUa; where jk ¼TðfkÞ;jk ¼ *TðfkÞ; for all kAGS0 ; gj;h ¼Tðcj;hÞ; and
gj;h ¼ *Tðcj;hÞ; for all hALSj ; jX0: Here T and *T are defined as in (13) and (14),
respectively.
The random coefficients fXaðjkÞ : kAGS0g,fXaðgj;hÞ : hALSj ; jX0g are orthonor-
mal in HðXaÞ:
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A similar wavelet-based orthogonal expansion can be obtained for the a-dual
GRF X˜a of Xa:
Corollary 2.1. Under the conditions of the above theorem, the following orthogonal
expansion for X˜a is obtained:
X˜aðhÞ ¼
X
kAGS0
X˜aðjkÞjkðhÞ þ
X
jX0
X
hALSj
X˜aðgj;hÞgj;hðhÞ;
for all hA½Uan; where the functions fjk : kAGS0g; fjk : kAGS0g; fgj;h : hALSj ; jX0g
and fgj;h : hALSj ; jX0g are defined as in Theorem 2.1, and the series converges in the
mean-square sense. The random coefficients fX˜aðjkÞ : kAGS0g,fX˜aðgj;hÞ :
hALSj ; jX0g are orthonormal in HðX˜aÞ:
The systems fjk : kAGS0g,fgj;h : hALSj ; jX0g and fjk : kAGS0g,fgj;h : hALSj ;
jX0g constitute dual Riesz bases. These bases provide scale-space local descriptions
of the linear operators T and *T; respectively, which lead to the following series
representations of the covariance operators RXa and RX˜a :
RXaðcÞðfÞ ¼
X
kAGS0
jkðcÞjkðfÞ þ
X
jX0
X
hALSj
gj;hðcÞgj;hðfÞ; 8c;fAUa;
RX˜aðhÞðvÞ ¼
X
kAGS0
jkðhÞjkðvÞ þ
X
jX0
X
hALSj
gj;hðhÞgj;hðvÞ; 8h; vAVa: ð15Þ
Furthermore, the systems of orthonormal random coefﬁcients in the above
orthogonal expansions can also be interpreted as orthonormal bases of a ‘random
multiresolution-like approximation’ of the spaces HðXaÞ and HðX˜aÞ; respectively.
The dual Riesz bases fjk : kAGS0g,fgj;h : hALSj ; jX0g and fjk : kAGS0g,fgj;h :
hALSj ; jX0g then correspond to the deterministic transformed wavelet coefﬁcients
of Xa and X˜a; with respect to the orthonormal bases of random variables
fXaðjkÞ : kAGS0g,fXaðgj;hÞ : hALSj ; jX0g and fX˜aðjkÞ : kAGS0g,fX˜aðgj;hÞ :
hALSj ; jX0g; respectively. Indeed, fjk : kAGS0g,fgj;h : hALSj ; jX0g and
fjk : kAGS0g,fgj;h : hALSj ; jX0g constitute orthonormal bases of the RKHSs of
Xa and X˜a; respectively.
3. Fractional generalized linear inverse estimation problem
The regularization method presented in this section is based on considering a
fractional generalized framework to study the widest class of solutions associated
with the least-squares linear inverse estimation problem described above. Each
element in such a class, that is, a solution to a particular inverse problem under the
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general setup introduced in Section 2, is determined in the fractional Sobolev space
that deﬁnes the domain of the covariance operator of the observation random ﬁeld
according to its minimum fractional singularity and duality orders (see Lemma 3.1).
In addition, an important class K of integral operators for which this approach is
applicable is provided in Theorem 3.1. The fractional generalized framework covers
the ordinary and improper cases corresponding, respectively, to non-positive and
positive minimum fractional singularity orders of the random ﬁelds involved in the
integral equation (1).
Assume that the input and output random ﬁelds have minimum fractional
singularity orders b and a; respectively, with bXa and a; bAR: The system integral
equation (1) is deﬁned in a fractional generalized framework as
gaðfÞ ¼ fbðK 0ðfÞÞ; 8fAUa ¼ %HaðSÞ; ð16Þ
where K 0 : Ua-Ub; denotes the adjoint of the integral operator K deﬁning such an
equation. The fractional GRFs fb and ga; respectively, represent the random input
and the corresponding random output. From Eq. (5), the fractional generalized
observation model is given in the case of noisy data by
yaðfÞ ¼ gaðfÞ þ naðfÞ; 8fAUa ¼ %HaðSÞ; ð17Þ
where ga is deﬁned as in Eq. (16). Here na represents a fractional generalized white
noise on the space Ua; that is, a fractional GRF deﬁned on Ua with covariance
function Bnana given by
Bnanaðf;cÞ ¼ E½naðfÞnaðcÞ ¼ /f;cSUa ; 8f;cAUa; ð18Þ
where /; SUa represents the inner product associated with the norm (8). The
generalized observation models (16) and (17) are given in terms of the test functions
of the space Ua with support contained in S: However, in the case where the
available information is obtained from a subdomain Sg of S; the problem can be
similarly handled considering the space of test functions %HaðSgÞ:
Remark 3.1. Note that, from Deﬁnition 2.1, ga and fb are continuous in the mean-
square sense, which implies that K 0 presents convenient regularity properties with
respect to the involved fractional Sobolev norms.
Let Rfbga be the covariance operator associated with the cross-covariance function
Bfbga between fb and ga: The adjoint R
0
fbga
of Rfbga is then deﬁned by
/½R0fbgaðfÞ
n;jSUa ¼ /f; ½RfbgaðjÞnSUb ¼ Bfbgaðf;jÞ;
for all fAUb;jAUa: Let Rga be the covariance operator associated with the
covariance function Bgaga of ga; deﬁned by
/j; ½RgaðcÞnSUa ¼ /½RgaðjÞn;cSUa ¼ Bgagaðj;cÞ; 8j;cAUa:
For each fAUb; the least-squares linear estimate fˆbðfÞ of fbðfÞ; based on the
information provided by fgaðjÞ : jAUag (respectively, by fyaðjÞ : jAUag in the case
of noisy data), is deﬁned in terms of the linear operator L0 : Ub-Ua as fˆbðfÞ ¼
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gaðL0ðfÞÞ (respectively, fˆbðfÞ ¼ yaðL0ðfÞÞ minimizing the mean-square error
E½fbðfÞ 	 fˆbðfÞ2:
From the Orthogonal Projection Theorem, in the case where the observation model
is given by Eq. (16),L0 satisﬁes the following linear system of estimation equations:
R0fbgaðfÞ ¼Va RgaðL
0fÞ; 8fAUb; ð19Þ
that can also be written in terms of the corresponding adjoint operators as
RfbgaðjÞ ¼
Vb
LRgaðjÞ; 8jAUa: ð20Þ
In addition, L0 is deﬁned by
R0fbyaðfÞ ¼Va RyaðL
0fÞ; 8fAUb; ð21Þ
or equivalently,
RfbyaðjÞ ¼
Vb
LRyaðjÞ; 8jAUa: ð22Þ
in the case of observation model given by Eq. (17). Here, as before, R0fbya represents
the adjoint of the covariance operator Rfbya associated with the cross-covariance
function Bfbya between fb and ya; and Rya represents the covariance operator
associated with the covariance function Byaya of ya: In the ordinary case, the adjoint
operator L : Va-Vb has kernel lð; Þ given by Eq. (2) (respectively, by Eq. (7) in
the case of noisy data).
The following lemma provides the deﬁnition of the solution to Eq. (19)
(respectively, Eq. (21)), in terms of the covariance operator of the a-dual of the
information random ﬁeld ga (respectively, ya).
Lemma 3.1. (i) Let ga be the fractional generalized random output of Eq. (16). Assume
that ga has duality order a: Then, Eq. (19) has a unique stable solution in the RKHS of
*ga defined by
L0ðfÞ ¼
Ua
R *gaR
0
fbga
ðfÞ; 8fAUb; ð23Þ
where R *ga : Va-Ua denotes the covariance operator associated with the covariance
function B *ga *ga of the a-dual *ga; and R
0
fbga
: Ub-Va represents the adjoint of
Rfbga : Ua-Vb; associated with the cross-covariance function Bfbga between fb and ga:
(ii) Similarly, in the case of noisy data, assume that ya defined by Eq. (17) has duality
order a: Then, the solution to Eq. (21) in the RKHS of y˜a is defined by
L0ðfÞ ¼
Ua
Ry˜aR
0
fbya
ðfÞ; 8fAUb; ð24Þ
where Ry˜a denotes the covariance operator of the a-dual y˜a of ya; and R
0
fbya
represents
the adjoint of the covariance operator associated with the cross-covariance function
Bfbya between fb and ya: Such a solution is stable with respect to the considered
fractional Sobolev geometries.
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Proof. From Deﬁnition 2.2, the covariance operator of the a-dual GRF *ga
(respectively, y˜a) deﬁnes the continuous inverse of the covariance operator of the
observation random ﬁeld with respect to the fractional Sobolev norm jj  jja on Ua
(see [27]). Therefore, Eq. (23) (respectively, Eq. (24)) provides a stable solution to
Eq. (19) (respectively, Eq. (21)) on Ub with respect to the fractional Sobolev norms
jj  jja and jj  jjb: From Eq. (12), such a solution lies in the RKHS of the a-dual of the
observation random ﬁeld. &
From Lemma 3.1, the fractional duality order a determines the information
provided by the observation of ga useful for estimation of the input, by means of the
test functions in the space Ua: In the ordinary case, the order a is non-positive and,
for each zAS; the weighting function lðz; Þ deﬁningL is a distribution. That is, from
fractional Sobolev Embedding Theorems (see [30]), in the case where 	b4d=2;
operator L deﬁned by
LðcÞ ¼
Vb
RfbgaR *gaðcÞ; 8cAVa
has a kernel l given by
LðcÞðzÞ ¼ lzðcÞ ¼
Z
S
lzðyÞcðyÞ dy; 8cAVa; ð25Þ
for each zAS: Eq. (25) provides the solution with minimum fractional singularity
order to the corresponding ordinary least-squares linear inverse estimation problem.
We now consider the class K of integral operators K that commute with the
Bessel potentials Ig; g40; and satisfy that operator
K	1Ig ¼ IgK	1
is continuous with respect to the L2-topology, associated with the space of square-
integrable functions, for a certain positive gAR: Here, we consider the weak-sense
restriction of Ig ¼ ðI 	 DÞ	g=2 to a bounded CN-domain.
Remark 3.2. Since the Bessel potential is self-adjoint with respect to the inner
product deﬁned in the space of square-integrable function L2ðRdÞ; each bounded
function of such an operator commutes with it. However, the converse is false in
general (see [8, pp. 145–148]).
The class K includes, in particular, the subclass of integral operators deﬁned as
fractional-order positive rational functions of an elliptic and self-adjoint integer or
fractional order differential operator commuting with the negative Laplacian
operator on L2ðRdÞ; and with smooth coefﬁcients. The direct estimation problem
related with this class has been studied in [22], in the integer case, and in [3], in the
fractional case. The subclass of fractional integral operators deﬁned by Riesz kernels
(see, for example, [11,29]) is also included in K:
The following result provides a regularization method for stochastic linear inverse
problems deﬁned in terms of integral operators in K:
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Theorem 3.1. Assume that the integral operator K belongs to the class K; and that the
prior information can be represented in the form of a fractional GRF model in the class
P (see Sections 1 and 2). Then, in the case where the output g in Eq. (1) has minimum
fractional singularity order a; there exists a random input model fbAP; with fractional
duality order bXa; which allows the inverse operator of K 0 to be defined as a continuous
operator from Ub into Ua: Therefore, the inverse of the covariance operator of ga in Eq.
(16) (respectively, Eq. (17)) can be defined as a continuous operator from Va into Ua:
The solution to Eq. (19) can then be calculated as in Lemma 3.1. The solution to Eq.
(21) is also given as in Lemma 3.1 in the case where
jjRna jjojjR *ga jj	1: ð26Þ
Proof. Let b ¼ aþ g; where aAR is the minimum fractional singularity order of the
observation process, and gARþ is the order deﬁning K as an element of the classK:
In the case of data with no observation noise,
Rga ¼ KRfbK 0; ð27Þ
where Rga and Rfb represent, respectively, the covariance operators of ga and fb: In
the case of noisy data,
Rya ¼ KRfbK 0 þ Rna ; ð28Þ
where Rya and Rna represent, respectively, the covariance operators of ya and na:
Since the fractional duality order of the selected model fb is b; the covariance
operator Rfb deﬁnes an isomorphism from Ub onto Vb; and then Rfb can be
factorized as in Eq. (13), that is,
Rfb ¼TfbT0fb ; ð29Þ
where T0fb is the adjoint of the isomorphism Tfb : L
2ðSÞ-Vb: From Eq. (29) and
the deﬁnition of the class K; the operator T	1fb K
	1 : Va-L2ðSÞ is continuous:
jjT	1fb K	1ðfÞjjL2ðSÞpC1jjK	1ðfÞjjVb ¼ C1jjIbK	1ðfÞjjL2ðSÞ
¼C1jjIaþgK	1ðfÞjjL2ðSÞ ¼ C1jjIgK	1IaðfÞjjL2ðSÞ
pC1C2jjIaðfÞjjL2ðSÞ ¼ jjfjjVa ; fAVa;
where, as before, Ia ¼ ðI 	 DÞ	a=2: Hence, its adjoint ðK	1Þ0ðT	1fb Þ
0 is continuous
and, from Eqs. (27) and (29), R	1ga is a continuous operator from Va into Ua:
Similarly, using Eq. (28), it can be proved that R	1ya is continuous from the continuity
of R	1ga and condition (26) (see [16]). That is, the fractional GRFs ga and ya satisfy the
duality condition, and Lemma 3.1 can be applied to obtain the solutions to Eqs. (19)
and (21). &
As commented in the introduction, the considered prior model class P includes
important cases of fractional stochastic models. In particular, the fractal-type model
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class considered, for example, in [20], constitutes an interesting example. The
regularization properties of this class are very similar to those presented by the usual
smoothness regularizers.
4. Wavelet-based orthogonal approximation
The elements of class P admit a wavelet-based orthogonal representation as in
Theorem 2.1. The orthogonal expansion of the input random ﬁeld induces a
transformed orthogonal expansion of the corresponding output. Both orthogonal
expansions provide multiresolution approximations of the Hilbert spaces HðfbÞ and
HðgaÞ (in the sense pointed out in Sections 1 and 2). A discretization of the
associated least-squares linear inverse estimation problem is also obtained in terms
of such orthogonal expansions.
We ﬁrst consider the case where the integral operator K is in the class K; and
study conditions under which the orthogonal expansion of the input random ﬁeld in
terms of wavelets induces an orthogonal expansion of the same type for the output
random ﬁeld. Under these conditions, in the Gaussian case and for 	a4d=2; a
reconstruction formula for the trajectories of the input random ﬁeld can be derived
using the orthogonal expansion of the output random ﬁeld obtained in the following
result.
Lemma 4.1. Assume the conditions of Theorem 3.1, and that operator K 0 is defined
from Ua onto Ub: The fractional generalized input model fb then admits the following
orthogonal expansion:
fbðfÞ ¼
X
kAGS0
fbðjkÞjkðfÞ þ
X
jX0
X
hALSj
fbðgj;hÞgj;hðfÞ; 8fAUb; ð30Þ
where fjk : kAGS0g,fgj;h : hALSj ; jX0g and fjk : kAGS0g,fgj;h : hALSj ; jX0g are
dual Riesz bases, respectively, defined by
jk ¼TfbðfkÞ; jk ¼ ðT	1fb Þ
0ðfkÞ; kAGS0 ;
and
gj;h ¼Tfbðcj;hÞ; gj;h ¼ ðT	1fb Þ
0ðcj;hÞ; hALSj ; jX0;
with Rfb ¼TfbT0fb : The corresponding fractional generalized output random field ga
can also be represented by
gaðcÞ ¼
X
kAGS0
gað½K 0	1ðjkÞÞ½KðjkÞðcÞ
þ
X
jX0
X
hALSj
gað½K 0	1ðgj;hÞÞ½Kðgj;hÞðcÞ ð31Þ
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¼
X
kAGS0
fbðjkÞjkðK 0cÞ þ
X
jX0
X
hALSj
fbðgj;hÞgj;hðK 0cÞ; ð32Þ
for all cAUa:
Proof. Under conditions of Theorem 3.1, since K 0 : Ua-Ub is assumed to be an
onto mapping, the output g in Eq. (1) has minimum fractional singularity order a:
Then, from Theorem 3.1, there exists a random input model fbAP with fractional
duality order b ¼ aþ g; for which the fractional GRF model ga associated with g has
fractional duality order a: Therefore, from Theorem 2.1, fb and ga can be represented
by the orthogonal expansions given by Eqs. (30) and (31), respectively. Finally, using
the linear relationship between ga and fb given by Eq. (16), we obtain the
transformed orthogonal expansion (32). &
Under the conditions of Lemma 4.1, the dual equation to Eq. (16) can be written
as
*gaðcÞ ¼ f˜bðK	1ðcÞÞ; 8cAVa; ð33Þ
where f˜b and *ga; respectively, represent the b-dual and the a-dual of the fractional
GRFs fb and ga:
Remark 4.1. The orthogonal expansions (30) and (31) are given in terms of the same
system of orthonormal random coefﬁcients that provides a ‘random multiresolution-
like approximation’ of the spaces HðfbÞ and HðgaÞ: Therefore, we can simulta-
neously generate the input and output random ﬁelds.
Remark 4.2. In the case of noisy data, under the conditions of Lemma 4.1, the
observation process ya has an a-dual y˜a: From Theorem 2.1, a similar orthogonal
expansion for ya can then be derived.
Operator L0 deﬁning the least-squares linear estimate of the input random ﬁeld
can be represented in terms of the deterministic transformed wavelet coefﬁcients
appearing in the orthogonal expansions of the input random ﬁeld and the a-dual of
the output random ﬁeld, as we prove in the following result.
Theorem 4.1. Under the conditions of Lemma 4.1, the solution to Eq. (19) can be
calculated from the following expansion:
L0ðfÞðcÞ ¼
X
kAGS0
jkðK	1R0fbgafÞjkðK	1cÞ
þ
X
jX0
X
hALSj
gj;hðK	1R0fbgafÞgj;hðK	1cÞ
¼
X
kAGS0
jkðfÞjkðK	1cÞ þ
X
jX0
X
hALSj
gj;hðfÞgj;hðK	1cÞ; ð34Þ
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for all fAUb and cAVa; where the systems of functions fjk : kAGS0g,fgj;h :
hALSj ; jX0g and fjk : kAGS0g,fgj;h : hALSj ; jX0g are defined as in Lemma 4.1.
Proof. From the conditions assumed in Lemma 4.1, the b-dual f˜b of fb; and the a-
dual *ga of ga exist. Hence, from Eq. (15), the covariance operator of f˜b admits the
following series representation:
Rf˜bðfÞðcÞ ¼
X
kAGS0
jkðfÞjkðcÞ þ
X
jX0
X
hALSj
gj;hðfÞgj;hðcÞ; 8f;cAVb: ð35Þ
In addition, from Eqs. (35) and (33), the covariance operator of the a-dual *ga can
then be represented as
R *gaðfÞðcÞ ¼
X
kAGS0
jkðK	1fÞjkðK	1cÞ þ
X
jX0
X
hALSj
gj;hðK	1fÞgj;hðK	1cÞ; ð36Þ
for all f;cAVa: From Lemma 3.1(i) and Eq. (36), the solution to Eq. (19) can be
calculated as follows:
½L0ðfÞðcÞ ¼ ½R *gaR0fbgaðfÞðcÞ
¼
X
kAGS0
jkðK	1R0fbgafÞjkðK	1cÞ
þ
X
jX0
X
hALSj
gj;hðK	1R0fbgafÞgj;hðK	1cÞ;
for all fAUb and cAVa: Now, for kAGS0 and hAL
S
j ; jX0;
jkðfÞ ¼ ðTfbðfkÞ;fÞ ¼ ðfk;T0fbðfÞÞ ¼ ½T0fbðfÞðfkÞ;
jkðcÞ ¼ ððT	1fb Þ
0ðfkÞ;cÞ ¼ ðfk;T	1fb ðcÞÞ ¼ ½T	1fb ðcÞðfkÞ: ð37Þ
Similarly,
gj;hðfÞ ¼ ½T0fbðfÞðcj;hÞ;
gj;hðcÞ ¼ ½T	1fb ðcÞðcj;hÞ; ð38Þ
for fAUb and cAVb; where, as before, ffk : kAGS0g,fcj;h : hALSj ; jX0g are the
orthonormal scaling and wavelet bases of L2ðSÞ previously considered. From
Eqs. (37) and (38), the values fjkðfÞ : kAGS0g,fgj;hðfÞ : hALSj ; jX0g and
fjkðcÞ : kAGS0g,fgj;hðcÞ : hALSj ; jX0g represent, respectively, the coordinates of
the functions T0fbðfÞ and T	1fb ðcÞ with respect to the othonormal basis
ffk : kAGS0g,fcj;h : hALSj ; jX0g:
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Furthermore,
Rga ¼TgaT0ga ¼ KTfbT0fbK 0;
R *ga ¼ ðT	1ga Þ
0T	1ga
and
R0fbga ¼TgaT0fb : ð39Þ
We ﬁnally obtain the last equality in Eq. (34), using Eqs. (37)–(39), as follows:
L0ðfÞðcÞ ¼R *gaR0fbgaðfÞðcÞ ¼ ððT	1ga Þ
0T	1ga TgaT
0
bðfÞ;cÞ
¼ ðT0fbðfÞ;T	1ga ðcÞÞ ¼ ðT0fbðfÞ;T	1fb ðK	1cÞÞ
¼
X
kAGS0
jkðfÞjkðK	1cÞ þ
X
jX0
X
hALSj
gj;hðfÞgj;hðK	1cÞ: &
From Remark 4.2, a series representation for the solution L0 to Eq. (21) can be
derived in a similar way to Theorem 4.1.
A ﬁnite-dimensional formulation of the least-squares linear inverse estimation
problem considered here can be obtained by truncation, say at scale j ¼ M; of the
wavelet-based orthogonal expansions of the input and output random ﬁelds. In
particular, the corresponding truncated series expansion to (34) provides a ﬁnite-
dimensional approximation to the least-squares linear estimate of the input random
ﬁeld. Denoting by Nð0Þ the number of non-zero scaling coefﬁcients, and by QðjÞ the
number of non-zero wavelet coefﬁcients at each scale j; the approximation of L0 at
scale j ¼ M is given by
L0ðfÞðcÞ ¼
XNð0Þ
r¼1
jkrðfÞjkrðK	1cÞ þ
XM	1
j¼0
XQðjÞ
u¼1
gj;huðfÞgj;huðK	1cÞ
¼ ½jðfÞT ; gðfÞT ½ *jðK	1cÞT ; *gðK	1cÞT T ; ð40Þ
for all fAUb and cAVa: Here, ½T means the transposition of ½; and
jðfÞ ¼ ½jk1ðfÞ;y;jkNð0Þ ðfÞT ;
gðfÞ ¼ ½g0;y1ðfÞ;y; g0;yQð0Þ ðfÞ;y; gM	1;y1ðfÞ;y; gM	1;yQðM	1Þ ðfÞT ;
*jðK	1cÞ ¼ ½jk1ðK	1cÞ;y;jkNð0Þ ðK	1cÞT ;
*gðK	1cÞ ¼ ½g0;y1ðK	1cÞ;y; g0;yQð0Þ ðK	1cÞ;y; gM	1;yQðM	1Þ ðK	1cÞT :
In the last result in this section, we refer to the case where the integral operator K
is not necessarily in the class K: The wavelet-based orthogonal expansion of the
input random ﬁeld model allows in this case the computation of a pointwise
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approximation on KðVbÞ to the functions in the image space of the operator L0
deﬁned by Eq. (19)
Theorem 4.2. Consider the fractional generalized observation model defined by Eq.
(16). Assume that a model for the input random field is given by the fractional GRF fb
with fractional duality order b: Then, the image-space of the operator L0 admits the
following pointwise series approximation on KðVbÞ:
L0ðfÞðKcÞ ¼
X
kAGS0
jkðRfbfÞjkðcÞ þ
X
jX0
X
hALSj
gj;hðRfbfÞgj;hðcÞ;
for all cAVb and fAUb; with the system fjk : kAGS0g,fgj;h : hALSj ; jX0g being
defined as in Lemma 4.1.
Proof. From Eqs. (37) and (38), for cAVb; and fAUb; we obtain
L0ðfÞðKcÞ ¼ ðT	1fb RfbðfÞ;T	1fb ðcÞÞ
¼
X
kAGS0
jkðRfbfÞjkðcÞ þ
X
jX0
X
hALSj
gj;hðRfbfÞgj;hðcÞ: &
5. Applications
To illustrate the approach described in Sections 3 and 4, we study here two
examples where the regularization method developed can be applied. In both
examples the integral operator K belongs to the class K and represents fractional
integration. In Example 1, the input model is given by fractional Brownian motion.
In Example 2, K is deﬁned in terms of the Riesz kernel, and the generalized input
model is deﬁned in terms of a fractional integral equation involving a Bessel kernel.
These two examples then cover important models in applications (see, for example,
[11,20]).
5.1. Example 1
We ﬁrst consider the following stochastic integral equation:
g ¼ Kf ð41Þ
with
K ¼ ðI 	 DÞ	ðnþrÞ=2;
f ðzÞ ¼ ½ð	DÞ	r=2eðzÞ; zASDRd ;
gðzÞ ¼ ½ðI 	 DÞ	r=2X ðzÞ; zASDRd ; ð42Þ
where r; nARþ; S is a bounded CN-domain, ð	DÞ denotes the negative Laplacian
operator on such a domain, e is a Gaussian white noise on L2ðSÞ; and X is deﬁned by
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the stochastic fractional-order differential equation
ðI 	 DÞn=2ð	DÞr=2X ¼ e: ð43Þ
The weak-sense solution to Eq. (43) has been studied in [5] as an important example
of a fractional GRF, called fractional Riesz–Bessel motion (fRBm). For nX0 and
0orod; the fRBm has fractional duality order nþ r: In the case where nþ r4d=2;
the weak-sense solution to Eq. (43) on S becomes strong-sense.
Note that for different values of parameter r; the input random ﬁeld model
considered for f covers Brownian motion and fractional Brownian motion.
From Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 of [5], g has fractional duality order nþ 2r: That is, g
deﬁnes a fractional generalized random ﬁeld g	ðnþ2rÞ on U	ðnþ2rÞ ¼ %H	ðnþ2rÞðSÞ and
its fractional generalized dual *gnþ2r exists on V	ðnþ2rÞ ¼ Hnþ2rðSÞ: Therefore, its
covariance operator Rg	ðnþ2rÞ deﬁnes an isomorphism from %H
	ðnþ2rÞðSÞ into Hnþ2rðSÞ:
In addition, from Theorem 9.5.10(a) of [12], it can be proved that ð	DÞ	r=2; with
rAð0; dÞ; is bicontinuous as an operator from %H	rðSÞ into L2ðSÞ: The covariance
operator Rf of f is then a bicontinuous operator from %H
	rðSÞ into HrðSÞ; and, from
[15] (p. 164), Rf is an isomorphism from %H
	rðSÞ into HrðSÞ: The considered input
model for f then deﬁnes a fractional GRF f	r on U	r ¼ %H	rðSÞ with fractional
duality order r:
Since K 0 ¼ ½ðI 	 DÞ	ðnþrÞ=20 ¼ I0nþr; then K belongs to K: Moreover, K 0 deﬁnes
an isomorphism from %H	ðnþ2rÞðSÞ onto %H	rðSÞ; and the conditions of Lemma 4.1
are satisﬁed. Hence, from Theorem 4.1, operatorL0 deﬁning the least-squares linear
estimate of the input random ﬁeld in Eqs. (41) and (42) admits a wavelet-based series
expansion as in Eq. (34), with b ¼ 	r and a ¼ 	ðnþ 2rÞ: For each fA %H	rðSÞ; the
coefﬁcients of L0ðfÞ in such an expansion can be calculated as deﬁned below.
Let ffk : kAGS0g,fcj;h : hALSj ; jX0g be an orthonormal scaling and wavelet
basis of L2ðSÞ: For each kAGS0 and hALSj ; with jX0;
jkðfÞ ¼
Z
Rd
FðfkÞðkÞ
jkjr
 
FðfÞðkÞ dk;
jkðfnÞ ¼
Z
Rd
ðFðfkÞðkÞjkjrÞFðfnÞðkÞ dk;
gj;hðfÞ ¼
Z
Rd
Fðcj;hÞðkÞ
jkjr
 
FðfÞðkÞ dk;
gj;hðfnÞ ¼
Z
Rd
ðFðcj;hÞðkÞjkjrÞFðfnÞðkÞ dk; ð44Þ
for all fA %H	rðSÞ ¼ U	r; where * stands for the duality between fractional Sobolev
spaces with respect to L2ðSÞ; and F denotes the Fourier transform. Let fungnAN be
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an orthonormal basis of L2ðSÞ: For each nAN; we deﬁne
u˜nðcnÞ ¼
Z
Rd
FðunÞðkÞFðcnÞðkÞ
ð1þ jkj2Þðnþ2rÞ=2
dk;
u˜nðcÞ ¼
Z
Rd
ð1þ jkj2Þðnþ2rÞ=2FðunÞðkÞFðcÞðkÞ dk; ð45Þ
for all cAV	ðnþ2rÞ ¼ Hnþ2rðSÞ: The systems fu˜n : nANgDHnþ2rðSÞ and
fu˜n : nANgD %H	ðnþ2rÞðSÞ are dual Riesz bases with respect to L2ðSÞ: Eq. (34) is
then calculated by using Parseval’s identity as follows:
L0ðfÞðu˜nÞ ¼
X
kAGS0
Z
Rd
FðfkÞðkÞFðfÞðkÞ
jkjr dk
  Z
Rd
jkjrFðfkÞðkÞFðunÞðkÞ
½1þ jkj2r=2
dk
" #
þ
X
jX0
X
hALSj
Z
Rd
FðfÞðkÞFðcj;hÞðkÞ
jkjr dk
 

Z
Rd
jkjrFðunÞðkÞFðcj;hÞðkÞ
½1þ jkj2r=2
dk
" #
;
for nAN; and for each fAUr ¼ %H	rðSÞ:
From Lemma 4.1, we can generate the random variables fg	ðnþ2rÞðL0fÞ : fAU	rg
(see Eq. (31)), obtaining the least-squares linear approximation of ff	rðfÞ : fAU	rg:
Then, for each fAU	r;
fˆ	rðfÞ ¼ g	ðnþ2rÞ
X
nAN
L0ðfÞðu˜nÞu˜n
 !
¼
X
kAZd
gk	ðnþ2rÞðoÞjk I0nþr
X
nAN
L0ðfÞðu˜nÞu˜n
 ! !
þ
X
jX0
X
hALj
g
j;h
	ðnþ2rÞðoÞgj;h I0nþr
X
nAN
L0ðfÞðu˜nÞu˜n
 ! !
; ð46Þ
where Inþr ¼ ðI 	 DÞ	ðnþrÞ=2; and the random coefﬁcients fgk	ðnþ2rÞ : kAGS0g,
fgj;h	ðnþ2rÞ : hALSj ; jX0g; which coincide with the random coefﬁcients ff k	r : kAGS0g,
ff j;h	r : hALSj ; jX0g of the wavelet-based orthogonal expansion of f	r; are
uncorrelated and all have the standard Gaussian distribution. The system
fjk : kAGS0g,fgj;h : hALSj ; jX0g is deﬁned as in Eq. (44). Similarly, the input
model ff	rðfÞ :fAUrg can be generated from Eq. (30), with b ¼ 	r and
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fjk : kAGS0g,fgj;h : hALSj ; jX0g deﬁned as in Eq. (44). That is, for each nAN;
f	rðvnÞ ¼
X
kAGS0
f k	rðoÞ
Z
Rd
FðfkÞðkÞFðunÞðkÞð1þ jkj2Þr=2
jkjr dk
þ
X
jX0
X
hALSj
f j;h	rðoÞ
Z
Rd
Fðcj;hÞðkÞFðunÞðkÞð1þ jkj2Þr=2
jkjr dk;
where fvn : nANgDHrðSÞ and fvn : nANgD %H	rðSÞ are dual Riesz bases deﬁned
from the orthonormal basis fun : nANgDL2ðSÞ similarly to Eq. (45).
5.2. Example 2
We now consider the fractional generalized stochastic integral equation
gaðfÞ ¼ fbðK 0ðfÞÞ; 8fAUa ¼ %HaðSÞ;
where K ¼ ð	DÞ	r=2 represents fractional integration. The model fb considered here
for the input is improper, and it is deﬁned as the fractional generalized solution to
the following fractional-order integral equation:
ðI 	 DÞ	b=2fb ¼ e;
where e represents a Gaussian white noise. Then,
fbðfÞ ¼ ðI 	 DÞb=2eðfÞ; 8fAUb ¼ %HbðSÞ;
with e now interpreted as a generalized white noise on L2ðSÞ (see Eq. (18)). The
random ﬁeld ga is deﬁned as the generalized solution to the fractional-order integro-
differential equation
½ðI 	 DÞ	b=2ð	DÞr=2ga ¼ e;
where we denote a ¼ b	 r40: Then,
gaðfÞ ¼ ½ð	DÞ	r=2ðI 	 DÞb=2eðfÞ; 8fAUa ¼ %HaðSÞ:
The fractional singularity and duality orders of the model fb are both equal to b: The
fractional singularity and duality orders of ga are both equal to a: As in the above
example, a wavelet-based orthogonal expansion of fb is calculated in terms of the
following dual Riesz bases:
jkðfÞ ¼
Z
Rd
½1þ jkj2b=2FðfkÞðkÞFðfÞðkÞ dk
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and
jkðfnÞ ¼
Z
Rd
FðfkÞðkÞ
½1þ jkj2b=2
 !
FðfnÞðkÞ dk; kAGS0 ;
gj;hðfÞ ¼
Z
Rd
½1þ jkj2b=2Fðcj;hÞðkÞFðfÞðkÞ dk
and
gj;hðfnÞ ¼
Z
Rd
Fðcj;hÞðkÞ
½1þ jkj2b=2
 !
FðfnÞðkÞ dk; hALSj ; jX0;
for all fAUb; where, as before, ffk : kAGS0g,fcj;h : hALSj ; jX0g is an orthonor-
mal scaling and wavelet basis. The series expansion of operator L0 can then be
computed as follows: For fAUb and nAN;
L0ðfÞðu˜nÞ ¼
X
kAGS0
Z
Rd
½1þ jkj2b=2FðfkÞðkÞFðfÞðkÞ dk
 

Z
Rd
jkjr½1þ jkj2a=2FðfkÞðkÞFðunÞðkÞ
½1þ jkj2b=2
dk
" #
þ
X
jX0
X
hALSj
Z
Rd
½1þ jkj2b=2Fðcj;hÞðkÞFðfÞðkÞ dk
 

Z
Rd
jkjr½1þ jkj2a=2Fðcj;hÞðkÞFðunÞðkÞ
½1þ jkj2b=2
dk
" #
; ð47Þ
where fu˜n : nANgDUa and fu˜n : nANgDVa are dual Riesz bases with respect to L2ðSÞ;
deﬁned from an orthonormal basis fun : nANg of this space as in Eq. (45). From
Eq. (47), the least-squares linear estimate fˆb can be calculated similarly to Eq. (46).
6. Conclusion
The deﬁnition and study of deterministic or random functions with a very
irregular local behaviour has traditionally been carried out by using the theory of
distributions or generalized functions (see, for example, [14]). The usual concept of
generalized random ﬁeld on CN0 ðSÞ is based on the theory of countably, nuclear, and
rigged Hilbert spaces (see also [24,25]). The concept of fractional GRF considered in
this paper is based on the abstract deﬁnition of generalized random ﬁeld on a Hilbert
space (see, for example, [1,28]), and the theory of fractional Sobolev spaces. The
fractional generalized approach allows to measure, in the continuous real scale, the
degree of regularity or singularity in the mean-square sense of a random function.
Furthermore, under the duality condition, the Sobolev geometry can be related to
the geometry deﬁned by the associated generalized covariance function via the
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RKHS. The duality condition is equivalent to deﬁning the covariance operator as an
isomorphism between appropriate fractional Sobolev spaces. The class of stochastic
models satisfying such a condition includes important cases mentioned in Section 1.
In this paper, we use such a class as the prior model class P to regularize stochastic
linear inverse problems deﬁned in terms of an element K of the classK (see Section
3). The fractional duality order of the generalized observation model determines the
function space where the solution to the least-squares linear inverse estimation
problem can be found. The computation of the least-squares linear estimate of the
input random ﬁeld is achieved, in this fractional generalized framework, using the
wavelet-based series expansions derived in Section 4.
In practice, the application of the method can be summarized in the following
steps:
Step 1: Measurement of the minimum fractional singularity order a of the
observation process.
Step 2: Determination of the parameter g associated with K in class K:
Step 3: Selection of the fractional GRF model for the input random ﬁeld from the
class P according to Steps 1 and 2 to allow the inversion of K :
Step 4: Calculation of the wavelet-based series expansion ofL0 deﬁning the least-
squares linear estimate of the input.
Step 5: Approximation of the least-squares linear estimate of the input fractional
GRF in terms of the truncated wavelet-based series expansion calculated in Step 4.
In the case where K is not inK; Theorem 4.2 of Section 4 provides a weak-sense
wavelet-based series approximation to L0; provided that the prior information can
be represented by an element of P:
As the class P includes ordinary and generalized stochastic models, the presented
approximation covers both cases, as we note in Sections 1 and 3. Moreover, this class
contains models important in applications such as fractional Brownian motion,
fractional Riesz–Bessel motion, fractional-order rational functions of self-adjoint
elliptic differential operators of fractional order, etc. (see, for example,
[3,5,6,20,22,31]). The classK also includes important fractional integral transforms,
as mentioned in Section 3, such as the Riesz transform (in particular, the Abel
transform) and the Bessel transform (see, for example, [11,29]).
Finally, it must be noted that in certain applications, for instance in groundwater
hydrology, inverse problems usually involve compact operators, which do not have a
continuous inverse with respect to the L2-topology. However, a continuous inverse
may exist with respect to a certain fractional Sobolev topology. That is the case of
positive rational functions of elliptic and self-adjoint differential operators, and, in
particular, of homogeneous and self-adjoint integral operators with a positive
rational Fourier transform.
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